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Develop an infallible technique, 

then place yourself at the mercy of inspiration
(Japanese saying)
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FOREWORD

Speaking about  budo – the so-called "Japanese martial arts" – in the context of a cycle of conferences about the 

East-West  miscegenation,  and beyond that,  in an University  dedicated  to the study of  the Fine Arts, is  for  me 

(practitioner of budo for almost 40 years, now) not only enjoyable but precious. Indeed, it is a particularly important 

opportunity to listen, and perhaps also to share, some very interesting concepts with the "right people".

A few years ago my Master - Tetsuji Murakami, the great introducer of karate in Europe, now deceased – said to me:

− From all the students I had, do you know who was the fastest to learn karate?

− I have no idea, Master. Perhaps an experienced practitioner of other budo discipline, right?

− No way! These take a long time to forget what they have learn before they are available to learn again. The 

only student I had that learned almost everything I had to teach in a shortwhile, was a ballet dancer!

The answer left me quite perplexed, then.

Today,  however,  it  makes  sense  to  me:  the  girl  who completely  dominated,  in  a  few weeks,  the  hundreds  of 

techniques of  kihon, kumite and  kata that Master Murakami had taken decades to perfect,  was one of the best 

dancers of the Paris Opera Ballet so, for her, to learn in a few hours a choreography of fifty to sixty movements was 

something elemental. And putting up the tip of her foot near the face of an adversary, was really a child's play.

In any case, apparently, she loved the experience and both, my Master and her, became friends forever. I guess 

that in their lessons, even if ethics, discipline and respect were present, since they are implicit in the practice of 

budo, there would be anything but a relationship of master and student. Most probably, it was a kind of masters' 

meeting. The dancer and the karateka were both masters of two activities that have a multitude of similarities, even 

if they look far away from each other. Beginning with the point of view that the human body is not itself the object of 

the practice, quite the opposite: the body puts itself at the service of Art.

In  classical  ballet,  the  practitioner  takes  thousands  of  hard  working  hours  to  improve  flexibility,  coordination, 

strength, speed... Exactly the same physical attributes that karate-do develops and improves over the years.

While practising ballet or karate-do over decades, we have been steadily “carving” our own body, like the sculptor 

who releases from the rough stone, elegant and unexpected contours. We could say that both arts are some kind of 

"body sculpture", but it  would be a poor definition,  because none of them relates to body shape – as does the 

bodybuilder or a fashion model – these arts carve, chisel and sacrifice the body to transcend it, in favor of something 

more sublime – the message.
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BUDO AS KALEIDOSCOPE
The imaginary that western people have been appropriating, especially throughout the twentieth century, about the so-called 

"Japanese martial arts," is something so large and diverse that, it could fill by itself a whole series of conferences. So let us but 

filter  through this imaginary retaining the major archetypes that,  in our point  of view, left at  Western mind a more relevant 

impression.

But before that, a special point needs clearance: the usual translation of "budo" as "Japanese martial arts" is, as we shall see 

below, if not incorrect, at least somewhat "poor" in terms of meaning.

THE MEANING OF  武道 (BUDO)

Etymologically the kanji1  武 (wu in Chinese, bu in Japanese) was formed from the radicals  足 (ashi, foot or leg, here with the 

meaning of marching "pawns") added to  戈 (ge, spear, or halberd).

This set refers immediately to the idea of "martial" and this was, in fact, its initial meaning. However, during the Tokugawa era 

(1603 to 1868 AD), the meaning of  武 (bu) has evolved into something more subtle, that can be translated as "to stop fighting" or 

"to end the conflict" (which is quite perceivable, because pawns at war front were meant to stop the enemy charge).

− But what motivated the development of the radical  足戈 (spear armed pawns) to  止戈 (stop the conflict)?

Japanese History gives us a clear answer about this: it was in 1603 that Tokugawa Iyeasu, has succeeded in establishing the 

bakufu (military government) that would preserve during the next 250 years, by force of arms, the "Tokugawa peace”. Unifying 

Japan under his military rule, Tokugawa Ieyasu – who succeeded Nobunaga and Hideiyoshi in the demand for unification of 

Japan by force – would eventually be recognized as shogun (supreme military commander) by the Emperor, managing to end 

the terrible Sengoku period - a bloody civil war that torn the Japanese islands for more than a century. 

Considering that the members of the warrior class – the   侍 (samurai) and their  lords,  the   侍伯 (daimyo) – were still  in 

possession of weapons and that it was not possible to force them to depose them, Tokugawa had to find a way to lead and 

control, positively, all that warrior energy and military artistry, putting together, in a brilliant synthesis:

• the strict conduct code 2 of Confucianism,

• serving peace and preserving harmony, so cherished by Buddhism, 

• complemented by the dynamic and evolving concept of self-improvement throughout a path (or way) of life,  道 (do in 

Japanese, tao in Chinese) – the very essence of Taoist philosophy.

1 Kanji is the name given to Japanese symbols or pictograms – which are, in fact, originate from (and are common to) the Chinese, among 
others – each one expressing a complete meaning. Each  kanji contains (in a encapsulated form, so to speak) a whole idea which, in 
Western languages can be translated by a single word or a sentence.

2 This ethics derived from martial virtue, or  武士 (bushi, warrior), was called  武士道 (bushido), so strong as a rule and so pervasive in all 
domains of life that it doesn't needed to be written and whose memories still remain, and are quite visible, in the so-called "modern Japan".
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In this context it is understandable that the concept of  武道 (budo) eventually became the symbol by excellence of an era of 

isolation and peace, during which the weapons still have a role on maintaining social order and individual development.

Based on the above writings we can then test now two possible translations for  武道 (budo): 

• a literal and complex one: "the way for the prevention of conflict",

• a simpler one, but still faithful to the original significant: "the way of peace".

Let's now take a look at the main images that our collective memory reveals us, when we speak about budo.

1st IMAGE – THE SAMURAI

The image of the Japanese warrior wearing several swords and a fearsome 

armour is perhaps the most powerful of the archetypes of medieval Japan.

In medieval Japan the samurai was first of, and ultimately, a warrior (bushi) 

serving a feudal lord (daimyo). However, hearing the word samurai, we are not 

always aware of the verb that originated it – saburau – which means "to serve 

the noble"? Why?

Why do we imagine him as a fearsome warrior and not a servant?

Firstly we must consider that the image of the sanguinary warrior that existed 

before the Japanese sixteenth century, has become increasingly sophisticated 

during the Tokugawa era. Previously, the conflicts succeed one after another, 

so the time spent in combat preparation was not much. However with the rising 

of "Tokugawa Peace" the situation was reversed. Successive generations of 

samurai, along hundreds of years, were not allowed to make war, whilst they 

were encouraged to increase and refine their fighting techniques and their martial skills to unimaginable limits. Moreover, since 

the class of samurai always belonged to an aristocratic lineage, availability and time induced the warrior's hands learned and 

developed such unexpected disciplines as: calligraphy, flower arranging and tea ceremony. Furthermore, as real battles of the 

past vanished little by little from memory, fantasist epics grew more and more. Considering this image of martial refinement and 

artistic sophistication, it is now perfectly understandable that the condition of “servant of a feudal lord” was not the one that 

prevailed through the shades of time.

And one could argue if the "mental pixels" of the samurai image who are kept inside the Western collective imagination, haven't 

been "sprinkled with pixels" of another image that is much more accessible and familiar to us – the medieval European knight. 

Wasn't he also a noble and heroic warrior?

There is indeed a deep similarity between the orders of chivalry in Europe and the samurai culture – particularly in terms of 

values and martial virtues as honour, courage and bravery – and both of them deeply marked the Western and Eastern cultures, 
Page 4 of 15
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sometimes more than we suspect. Today when we say the word "gentleman" and “sir” or "lord", will we remember its original 

meaning? There is certainly still a lot of norms of conduct, both in Western society and in Japanese society, that continue to 

reflect these powerful archetypes.

But then, why do we notice today such large differences in the collective behaviour of these societies? Which are the main 

difference between our "Knights of the Round Table" and the heros of the medieval Japanese poetry? A key difference emerges: 

– God!

The European knight acted in obedience to his lord, or king, just as the samurai. However, above him there was a supreme 

authority – The "Almighty God" - Someone to whom he would, ultimately, serve. Sometimes this led the knight to a conflict of 

obedience between his secular lord and the ecclesiastical authority or, going even further, to disobedience to all forms of mortal 

authority to obey only to his religious consciousness, or the supposed his God's will. When this attitude of "free-acting” “and 

free-thinking" became uncomfortable or even dangerous, the prevalent powers (monarchical empires and the pope) forced the 

religious orders – like the Templars – to extinction. 

Reversely the samurai did not recognize any authority above his lord. The emperor himself, though of divine descent, did not 

interfere directly in worldly affairs, so the imperial power was so high above the samurai class, that it was hardly noticed.

That doesn't mean that the Japanese society in general and the samurai class in particular lacked a spiritual dimension. Quite 

the contrary. Its dimension and richness was immense and one can very easily evaluate that by quoting the deep rapports of Zen 

Buddhism in the practice of all budo disciplines, from kyudo (the way of archery) to iaido (the way of the sword).

Putting it simply: divine faith did not interfere in the rigid loyalty system of the samurai towards his lord. And so strong was that 

bound that a shameful death of a feudal lord at the hands of an enemy, will involve very often the ritual suicide   追い腹 (oibara) 

of all the samurai at his service.

This fundamental difference in attitude between the loyalty of the European medieval knight towards God Almighty, in contrast 

with the absolute submission of the samurai to his master's destiny, the contrast between the dominance of the individual (whose 

life was God's creation, thus suicide as a mortal sin),  in the West, and the prevalence of group values, on behalf of social 

welfare, in the East, continues to carve, even nowadays, a deep cultural gap between Japanese society and Occidental ones.
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IMAGE 2 – THE MASTER WHO FOSTERS AN INFALLIBLE TECHNIQUE (JUTSU)

The image of the old kyudo master hitting the bull's-eye nearly 30 

meters away, while shooting in complete darkness and then placing 

a second arrow exactly the same point, chip at the first one, all this 

without a single wish of  hitting the target. May one possibly find a 

better  illustration  of  the  technical  refinement  paradigm,  this 

conference theme:

− Develop an infallible technique, then place yourself at the  

mercy of inspiration.

Although these ideals are universal – the above motto could have 

been created by a New Jersey jazz expert – we believe that it's 

rather  difficult  to find anywhere in the world,  or  in any period of 

civilizations'  History,  such  a  quantity  of  martial  related  arts  and 

disciplines,  perfecting  for  so  many  centuries,  to  attain  such  a 

degree of sublime technique (jutsu).

Beginning  with  the  weaponless  techniques from Okinawa (often 

referred  as  te-jutsu) or  from  Japanese  central  islands  (jujutsu), 

passing through the martial swimming (allowing to use of hands by 

a full  armored warrior  while  in  water),  archery methods (afoot  – 

kyu-jutsu  –  or  horse  riding  –  yabusame) throughout  bladed 

weapons –  katana, yari,  naginata,  kusarigama, tessen, shuriken,  

etc..  etc.. –  firearms handling  (after  the  Portuguese  landing  at 

Tanegashima, in 1543) and all other complementary arts (such as 

craftsmanship  of  weapons,  particularly  swords)  including 

therapeutic  practices (reanimation,  survival,  healing,   etc..)  the 

kaleidoscope image fits perfectly to jutsu world.
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IMAGE 3 – MASTER MIND

The account of the extremely literate candidate received by the master by pouring hot 

tea  out  of  the  cup  over  the  youngster  hands,  remains  a  classic  to  reveal  the 

unpreparedness of a mind full of thoughts to receive zen teachings.

The more entrenched our mind is to material issues and concepts, less freedom is left 

to reach the essence of our being and the essence or the art we practice.

Mastering the body,  the weapon,  the technique,  always begins by the mastery of 

mind, the search for  mu-shin – a mind free of thoughts, ready to act. Every  budo 

master cultivated zen, not only by the basic need of detachment (even of ones own 

life) but also, because to separate zen from budo would be like... one hand clapping!

IMAGE 4 – BUDO AS A WAY  道 (DO) OF LIFE

The image of  道 (do in Japanese, tao in Chinese) – as the perfect way for personal 

development - was, and remains, an essential balsam for the Japanese individual in a 

society that always chained him so solidly to the superior interest of the group .

Year after year, century after century, the Japanese continue to repeat (more than 

practicing) the poem- paradigm of Tao...

Sitting quietly, doing nothing,

Spring will come, flowers will bloom.

... and then they gather in myriads  to make their picnics under to watch cherry trees 

(sakura) blooming.

The worship and appreciation of the forces of nature, so typical of the Taoist philosophy, are deeply caught up by Japanese 

culture in general and particularly by budo. Just watch the symbols that decorate samurai weapons and how they refer to natural 

motives, with the cherry blossom (sakura) – eternal symbol of the brevity of samurai's life – detaching.

In  budo's world,   道 (do) – the path of personal education and refinement – is one of the most appropriate solutions for the 

affirmation of  the individual within the group. The gradual cultivation of  correct  values is accessible to anyone and can be 

followed boundlessly over a lifetime. However, after assessing the intricacies of 道 (the perfect way), another form of cultivation 

of individual freedom may be revealed to the traveler – to "make his own path, by walking". Hence the countless schools and 

currents 流(ryu) of budo.
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IMAGE 5 – BUDO AS ART

However in the universe of  budo there is another excellent "way out" for the Japanese 

individuality and creativity – this one less common, since it is more dependent from the 

individual (or family) talent – Art.

Big  audiences  know better  budo's art  pieces  displayed  in  museums,  reflections of  the 

exquisite décor works of swords' hilts and armours. Art, however, is intrinsic to the practice 

of budo.

The   形 (kata) – ritualized combat choreographies, created from standardized technical 

sequences – are one of  the best known expressions of bujutsu and budo and were born, 

indeed, after the need for a live master-disciple transmission. The huge formal diversity of 

these  choreographies  with  thousands  of  variants,  parallels  only  with  the  evolutionary 

diversity of living species, which arose from the conditions and needs of each ecosystem. 

And the preservation  of  these  形  (kata) as cultural  heritage raises serious problems, 

similar to those that environmentalists are now facing. Fortunately, the fierce defence of 

their traditions by Japanese people have been allowed to preserve the non-written tradition 

of ancient  形 (kata), as intact as possible.

But 形(kata) is far from being the only expression of budo art. In fact there are disciplines 

that  cultivate  "formlessness"  and  aikido  (the  masterful  creation  of  Ueshiba  Morihei, 

considered by many the greatest genius of twentieth century's budo, inspired by the Daito-

ryu Aiki-Jujutsu techniques from the mighty Takeda clan) is undoubtedly one of the best 

examples  of  that  kind  of  budo art.  Indeed,  throughout  the  continuous  flow  of  aikido 

expression,  it  is  difficult  to  apprehend  the formality  of  the "beginning,  middle  and end 

(which is a return to origin)" of the "canonical" 形(kata).

In Grand Master Ueshiba's aikido, 形(kata), is only perceived as an integral member of the 

symbolic triad of Shinto and Zen Buddhism – the square, triangle and circle.

By the end of a lifetime dedicated to the study of jujutsu, Ueshiba dared to defy the canons 

of tradition creating a movement that, while deeply rooted in traditional Japanese culture, has similitudes to jazz or architectural 

deconstruction movemens, considering his courage to confront canons and establishment.

No wonder that  Kano Jigoro – the creator  of  judo – watching for  the first  time a demonstration of  the Ueshiba's Art,  had 

exclaimed:

− "This is the true judo!"
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IMAGE 6 – BUDO AS COMBAT SPORT

The metamorphosis of medieval Japan from the Edo Period to the modern industrialized Japan, called the Meiji period, was not 

exempt of costs and suffering. And from all of these the extinction of the samurai class was just the first one.

Jigoro Kano who has lived all his childhood and youth in that troubled period, soon realized the risks of extinction of the cultural 

heritage associated with 古武道(kobudo), or 古流(koryu), the set of all schools of ancient budo. 

Born into an aristocratic family, Kano received an eclectic education from many high level Western scholars, that taught him the 

major Western languages, along with the ideas that were prevalent in Europe by the end of the nineteenth century, as the 

"Olympic Ideal" by Pierre de Coubertin. Nonetheless the Japanese culture and tradition were also ubiquitous throughout his life. 

Thus, the young Kano practiced gymnastics, rowing, baseball and jujutsu and founded, at the young age of 22, the  Kodokan 

school that would become the birthplace of judo. As an adult he decided to be, by his own vocation, an educator, a diplomat and 

an adviser of the Ministry of Education and, by choice, a member of the International Olympic Committee.

His high sense of duty on traditions preservation, which led him to the creation of  柔道 (judo) – a modern method of education, 

both physical and mental, individual and social, based on the study of the virtues and values of the samurai era – end by make 

him the precursor of the most important changing movement of budo in the early twentieth century, which would lead to the birth 

of    现代武道 (gendai-budo) – the modern budo.

Throughout the twentieth century gendai-budo accompanied, in a path parallel and often coincident, the sports phenomenon. On 

the positive side it obtained worldwide expansion and recognition, reaching millions of people from almost every country in the 

world, generating an anthropological and social mass phenomenon that marked last century's History, mainly since the 2nd 

World  War.  For  millions  of  Westerns  the  masters  of  budo –  especially  judo  and karate-do,  among  whom Kobayashi  and 

Murakami were two good examples in Portugal – were missionaries of a culture and civilization hitherto almost unknown, slowly 

opening the doors to successive waves of Japanese arts that entered decades after, such as: bonsai, ikebana, origami, hai-ku, 

along with some others that captivate the young such as manga, anime and video-games like pokemon, and of course with a 

growing interest on Japanese language (nihongo) in all its aspects – spoken, written and shodo (the way of calligraphy).

However, it is certain that anything that has a face, has a back side. Budo also became meddled into the rules of bureaucracy, 

entangled into the webs of competition, weighted scored and graded according to titles and numbered scales and, finally,  even 

poisoned by doping...

And yet, perhaps to reduce budo to a mere combat sport doesn't resume, after all, "to planting flowers in a concrete garden" as 

stated by Kano Gigoro.

Opening  budo to the virtues and evils of the world of sport implied a much greater risk than keeping it close and safe on its  

island. But perhaps  budo had to go through that same process that led the old Master to "expel" from the temple his best 

disciple, so that he can pass through the ultimate test – Life.
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IMAGE 7 – BUDO IN AN INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVE

Holistically speaking – and the koryu medieval masters thought like that: just listen the kyudo koan that 

warns: "Your heart is the target!" – budo can assume a very interesting integrative perspective: mixing 

people, concepts, philosophical beliefs and cultures that may otherwise seem irreconcilable.

In fact little more is asked to the novice than... "to be human"!

And that is, essentially, what is required to become a practitioner: discard preconceptions, statutes, 

concerns and all other weights that people usually carry on their shoulders and indulge body and soul 

to the leadership of the master, with the attitude of a child that gives its hand to his parents letting itself 

be leaded over an unknown way. 

Let me put you, here and now, my master's question:

– Among all the students I had, do you know who was learned Karate quicker?

– What? A ballet dancer!? No way! He was a blind man!

I dare to say a poem I wrote very young, many years before the blind 

man's  class,  when  my  Karate-do  Master  leaded  me  to  discover  that 

sometimes it's easier to anticipate the attacks in the dark:

Your eyes only think to know a whole life,

But it's not much indeed, just your sight.

A small coin, face and reverse, in your hand,

are a universe that your fingers sense

your eyes can't.

Yellow, white, red and black, skin color does not matter. We all started with a white belt. And even more important that the 

uniform we wear is being capable of leaving preconceptions outside. The natural movements our body has already seized – 

walking, contemplating, taking an object in had and giving it to someone else – are usually welcome skills. Any pre-established 

ideas about the technique we are going to learn, better leave them hanging in the locker room.

Relearning things as simple as looking without fixing, breathing with the underbelly,  using voice to tranquilize or to awake, 

adopting a relaxed body posture, walking lightly but firmly, all these elements fuse with technique and life itself in such a way 

that, over the decades, rare are the masters of budo who do not become interested in natural healing, or healthier lifestyles.

Usually that luggage doesn't weigh much but it facilitates teaching and with additional studies is not difficult to apply later to 

teaching practitioners of all ages – from 4 to 94 – or people with disabilities, whether sensory, motor or psychological. Maybe 

that's  why so many parents  and teachers,  doctors  and psychologists  have recognized the therapeutic  benefits  of  budo in 

teaching children, some of them lazy and obese, some others with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder.
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IMAGE 8 – THE SUBLIME BUDO 

Last November at Shotokan dojo – the symbolic birthplace of 

Karate in Japan – Master Yanagisawa, 94 years old, advised 

us: 

− Beyond  a  certain  point,  to  continue  evolving  you 

have to be near a Kamiza!

Master  Morihei  Ueshiba  said  that  after  taking  care  of 

ourselves, our home and our country, we should seek harmony 

with the unifying power of the universe.

In its most sublime level, we notice that the Masters of  budo 

realize, quite naturally, the ultimate synthesis: at one point of 

the  path  spirituality  emerges  just  as  a  moon  rising  on  a 

January cold night.

No one invoked it.  There were no precise science books to 

calculate its birth time, nor creed about its power. It just arose 

and the moonlight fulfilled our path and all others alike.

Our great poet Fernando Pessoa said:

To be great, be entire: nothing

Yours exaggerate or exclude.

Be whole in everything. Put yourself

In the least you do.

So in every lake the whole moon

Shines, because high it lives.

Perhaps budo may also contribute, in its own way, quietly in each one of us, to solve that koan Descartes left to the entire West...
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BUDO EVOLUTION
Throughout these eight images we tried to show (and somehow reorganize) the framework of  budo throughout History and 

today. We could now ask - What future do we want to budo?

I am a little ashamed to recognize that fine arts already solved, centuries ago, the evolution's problem that budo faces today.

STAGNATION ADEPTS

Rudolf Nureyev was sublime, but what about nowadays dance, may it had remained slave of classical ballet, where could it be?

And what about architecture: where would it be if it had remained slave of the classical model, no matter aureus its rules were?

Considering the perversities that attained  budo along the twentieth century it's perfectly natural that a protectionist movement 

had appeared and their supporters in Japan or the West, began offering a "return to the womb" as a panacea. Unfortunately for 

them the History of art, culture and civilizations shows us that there is no possible retreat. Perhaps we may assist to a kind of 

"neo-classicism" in budo (looking closely we already noticed its presence for a while) but this will not prevent budo from evolving.

SUPPORTERS OF THE "OIL STAIN" SPREAD

There are others – and for now they still seem to be the mainstream – who follow more liberal ideals. 

It must be acknowledged that the "oil stain spread" – just growing wildly, without rules – in urban planning, environment and in 

most of the sciences that deal with today's problems, may only be acceptable at a very early stage, at most. And it is clear that 

budo has been in that stage for too long.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The word "sustained" has been so used that it's becoming "worn". The truth, however, is that the concept to which it refers is not 

at all out of date. One can even say that even if there have been a lot of talk about sustainable development last few years, in 

practice and globally almost everything is still be done.

Trees need soil firm and strong roots to grow healthy. We know how important it is to transmit this concept to our children. That's 

why we taught, in schools, from the early stages of instruction: “Eating too many sweets doesn't make us grow, it make us fat. 

And just growing is not enough. For a human being to develop he must be in relation and harmony with others.”

Looking at nowadays budo I have a feeling that after a huge growth in a "oil stain" spread, it is now starting to suffer from the  

common ailments that attack many other human activities. When I look at advertising and promotions referring to "body-combat" 

or "cardio-karate", their promoters have to forgive me, but I can not but notice the parallel with the fast-food department stores.  

Even if they meet the standards of hygiene, “quality”, etc., is it the kind of food we want to give our children?...
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ROOT DEEPLY TO GROW STRONGER
This is certainly not the time and place to submit proposals for the development of budo.

However, this communication is not meant to be a static analysis, so I must also point out some directions and ways that seem 

right to me for the development of budo in the twenty-first century.

CHOOSING GROUND

Firstly I believe we must choose the right soil to plant the seed.

One hypothesis is to bet that budo will flourish in our shopping centers. Is it the ideal place? Well, if so, it may be important not to 

place it only in those super-equipped leading-edge gyms, with classes led by teachers who learned "budo" teaching in little over 

a month ... If budo must be taken to the shopping centers, I think it should be as good books and good videos.

But there may be more appropriate places for a good budo rooting: in my opinion schools are the ideal places.

Maybe well aware of how difficult it is to handle with youngsters facing the globalization phenomenon, in November 2007 Japan 

made the decision that, after 2012, the teaching of budo in every secondary school in Japan will become compulsory. Now, and 

over the next few years, the nation is preparing human resources and infrastructures for that purpose.

Portugal has, of course, it's own cultural roots and traditions that must be preserved and cared not to get lost. (In fact I think it is 

a pity that we are already left into oblivion physical activities so important to the Portuguese cultural background as is Portuguese 

stick fighting...) But budo has long ceased to be only Japanese to become universal. The benefits of including the practice of 

karate,  judo, aikido or kendo in the Western  physical education curriculum, should be considered. We have achieved very 

positive results, with Karate-do Shotokai, for instance, at Maia's Institute of Physical Education, in Oporto.

ROOT WELL 

Good soil isn't enough, good roots are needed.

INVESTIGATE THE PAST

A thorough knowledge of the budo's history, not only on middle ages, but also over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

framed by the cultural context and, above all, well focused on the knowledge of good and bad experiences of the past, appears 

to be an essential condition to underpin a good development for budo.

LEARNING FROM THE MASTERS

In Japan the great masters of budo are given the title of National Treasury, as with our monuments.

The great masters are like living museums. Much more than repositories of teaching, such as libraries and museums, they know 

how to guide us in the best way, so that our search is effective. Let us respect them! Let us listen to them!
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GROWING BETTER (TEN-SHIN-GO-SO)

Growing better relate to a sustainable development:

1. first root (without dying in the egg)

2. then grow (yes, but slowly and steadly)

3. learn with the past (no stall)

4. open horizons (without losing focus)

5. dive in physical practice, technique and efficacy (without being a slave of them), 

6. unveil the light (without being blinded by it),

7. open the sky (break taboos, but keep the principles)

8. learn to give everything learned (before forgetting)

9. know how to withdraw calmly (like a cherry blossom, giving rise to young people)

10. return to origin.

José Patrão, 2010
murakamikai@gmail.com
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Illustration 11: Master Egami,  
performing Ten-shin-go-so
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